
You can either remove the foam 
wrapper (recommended), or it can 
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 
to install the horseshoe retainer. 
While lifting up slightly on the 
front edge of the awning to light-
ly compress the gasket, start the 
horseshoe retainer into the top 
awning groove protruding into the 
Kitty Tube. After starting into the 
groove, slide downward evenly 
until it is solidly engaged.
NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is 
not pushed down evenly, one leg 
of the horsehoe might feel loose 
when pushing up/down on the
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The Kitty Tube™ Awning and Vent Cap Instructions

We also have video tutorials at www.kittytube.com

If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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If foam gasket is not already 
installed on awning, install as 
shown in Picture 1, 2, and 3.
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Place awning with gasket into 
opening making sure gasket 
is on the outside, and tabs 
on bottom are on the inside 
of the Kitty Tube as shown in 
black circle.
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Lift upwards on the 
awning so it tilts into 
the opening.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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top tab. To fix this, disengage and move the 
opposite leg upward one tooth (see removal 
instructions on how to disengage) after releas-
ing one retainer tooth on the oposite leg, push 
down on the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There 
should be no movement in the horseshoe part if 
installed correctly.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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To remove awning, pull out on tabs 
as shown in Pic. 9 to disengage the 
horseshoe retainer.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.

To install the clear flap door, simply 
place slots over tabs on horseshoe 
retainer. After placing over tabs, 
make sure flap door is slid down-
ward to lock onto tabs.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, 
push top of clear flap door 
underneath top horseshoe 
retainer tab to lock flap door 
into place. To remove, reverse 
steps.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.

Start vent 
tabs into hole 
in top of lid 
as shown in 
Pic. 14
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If foam gasket is not already
installed on awning, install as
shown in Picture 1, 2 and 3.

Place awning with gasket into
opening making sure gasket is on
the outside, and tabs on bottom
are on the inside of the Kitty Tube
as shown in black circle.

Lift upwards on the awning so it
tilts into the opening.

You can either remove the foam
wrapper (recommended), or it can
be pulled back as shown in Pic. 6 to
install the horseshoe retainer. While
lifting up slightly on the front edge
of the awning to lightly compress the
gasket, start the horseshoe retainer
into the top awning groove protruding
into the Kitty Tube. After starting into
the groove, slide downward evenly until
it is solidly engaged.

NOTE: If the horseshoe retainer is not
pushed down evenly, one leg of the
horseshoe might feel loose when pushing
up/down on the top tab. To fix this, dis-
engage and move the opposite leg upward
one tooth (see removal instructions on how
to disengage) after releasing one retainer
tooth on the opposite leg, push down on

To remove awning, pull out on
tabs as shown in Pic. 9 to disen-
gage the horseshoe container.

To install the clear flap door,
simply place slots over tabs on
horseshoe retainer. After placing
over tabs, make sure flap door is
slid downward to lock onto tabs.

Vent Cap installation. If gasket is not
pre-installed, slide gasket onto vent cap
as shown in Pic. 13.

Start vent tabs into hole in top of lid as shown in Pic. 14

Push downward firmly until vent cap snaps into place
completely as shown in Pic. 15
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the loose leg, and it will seat firmly. There should be no move-
ment in the horseshoe part if installed correctly.

IMPORTANT: As shown in Pic. 12, push
top of clear flap door underneath top
horseshoe retainer tab to lock flap door
into place. To remove, reverse steps.

Push down-
ward firmly 
until vent 
cap snaps 
into place 
completely as 
shown in Pic. 
15

We also have video tutorials at www.thekittytube.com

Contact or visit us at www.thekittytube.com with any other questions or concerns.

Sincerely,
Jim Bradac - Inventor / President / Owner
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A . 

B . 

C. 

With the Kitty Tube lid upside down,
line up the awning with the hole in the lid
as shown in picture A. 

Slide awning through hole in lid, and
start only one of the curved ends into the
slot on the awning as shown on Picture B.

Pushing the awning with your thumbs,
while putting your �ngers on the outside
of the lid, work the awning from the started
end to the other end until it snaps all the
way into the groove as shown on Picture C.

We also have video tutorials at www.thekittytube.com


